It is shown that the inclusion of weak nonlinearities may have a profound effect on the conservative linear mode conversion in inhomogeneous media. The phenomenon is demonstrated by adding a quadratic nonlinearity to the conventional system of integral equations describing spatial evolution of linear multicomponent waves. The nonlinear generalization of the reduced coupled mode equations then shows the possibility of a persistent interaction between the modes via the "spatial autoresonance," i.e., the spatial selfadjustment of the nonlinear resonance condition. For a sufficiently strong nonlinearity this adjustment either (a) discontinues at some point when both interacting modes have the same action density sign and the initially excited mode transfers its action flux to the second mode, or (b) prevails indefinitely, in the case of positive-negative action density mode couplings, as the magnitudes of both modes grow continuously in space. The conditions for the spatial autoresonance are found and the effect is illustrated by numerical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear mode conversion is a phenomenon characteristic of multicomponent waves propagating in a weakly nonuniform background. It has been studied extensively in the past in the context of waves in ionospheric plasmas' and now attracts a renewed attention as the main mechanism in various plasma heating schemes.2 This recent interest has stimulated the development of general theoretical approaches for dealing with the linear mode conversion phenomenon in space and time varying plasmas of arbitrary magnetogeometries. 3'4 The new theories allow one to extract conservative pairwise linear mode couplings embedded in high-order multicomponent linear systems of integral equations of the form s d4xr ~ij (x,x',zj(x') =o,
describing evolution of real N-component perturbations Zi(x) (i= 1,2,...,N) defined on space-time [x= (r,t)] in a weakly inhomogeneous and time-dependent background characterized by a symmetric dispersion kernel .@O(x',x)=~ji(x,x'), such that the variation of 9 with x+x' is much slower than that with x-x'. The general approach is to seek solutions of ( 1) in the eikonal form Z,(X) =Ai(x)exp[i+(x)], where both the amplitude A,(X) and the wave vector k,(x) =&V&8 are slowly varying objects. Then, to O(S) (641 being a small dimensionless parameter characterizing the slow space-time variation of the background) the problem can be reduced in some cases to the solution of coupled mode equations for just two components of the slow amplitude A;(x) (A, and Ab, respectively) :4 D,(k,x)A,+rlAb=iL(D,)A,; T*A,+Db(k,x)Ab=iL(Db)Ab.
(2)
The functions Da,b( k,x) in Eq. (2) (2) is clear: when the coupling parameter 7 vanishes, the system reduces to the problem of propagation of two independent geometric optics modes for which the dispersion functions Da,b serve as the Hamiltonians in defining independent rays in the phase space {k,x} along which Da,b-0, while the decoupled equations (2) describe the slow variation of the amplitudes Aa,b along the rays. If, in contrast, ~#0, Pqs. (2) comprise a more difficult problem of a conservative pairwise linear mode coupling, embedded in system ( 1 ), the solution of which in general geometry was obtained only recently.3 Typically, the efficient mode interaction takes place in the vicinity of the crossing point (ko,xo) at which a ray of mode u in the eight-dimensional phase space (k,x) crosses the surface Db( k,x) =O. Thus, D,=Db= 0 at the crossing point. If initially (prior to the crossing) only mode A, is excited, then the mode Ab is generated in the vicinity of (ko,xo) and the asymptotic transmission/amplification coefficient of mode a after passing the crossing region is given by (3) where the Poisson bracket B= ( aDddkp, x (aDdaY) -( aDddkp) (dDdaxC1) is evaluated at the crossing point. The choice of the minus or plus sign in (3) depends on whether the two coupled modes have the same or different action density signs, respectively.5 Linear mode conversion is a localized phenomenon, and the conversion efficiency decreases rapidly as one leaves the vicinity of the crossing point due to the growing mismatch between the phases of the coupled modes. This is the main reason, for example, for the finite value of the amplification coefficient in the case of the unstable coupling [the positive sign in (311. In this work we consider the effect of adding a weak nonlinearity to Eq. ( 1). It will be shown that the most important feature of this addition is the possibility of a substantial increase of the spatial width of the mode coupling region and the resulting significant modification of the transmission/amplification result (3). In the case of the unstable coupling, for example, T may become as large as allowed by the weak nonlinearity assumption. This increased conversion efficiency is achieved via the spatial autoresonance (SAR) effect, i.e., the automatic and continuous spatial adjustment (subject to certain conditions) of the nonlinear resonance condition between the coupled modes. The mechanism of the SAR comprises the spatial analog of the dynamic autoresonance effect studied previously in several applications.U
The scope of the present work is as follows. In Sec. II we describe the generalization of the congruent reduction technique,4 yielding the weakly nonlinear coupled mode equations in general geometry. Sections III-V are devoted to the solution of the coupled mode equations for onedimensional situations. We consider the case when only one of the coupled modes is launched toward the crossing point. The initial stage of the mode interaction under these conditions is investigated in Sec. III, showing the possibility of the characteristic trapping of the phase difference between the modes. Based on this initial trapping effect, the SAR theory for the stable conservative coupling is developed in Sec. IV and illustrated by numerical examples. Finally, the case of the unstable (positive-negative action density) mode coupling is investigated in Sec. V.
II. WEAKLY NONLINEAR COUPLED MODE EQUATIONS
Let us add the most simple local quadratic nonlinearity to ( 1 ), i.e., consider the system s dQ' %j(X,X')Zj(X') +cjj/Jx)zj(x)zk(x) =o,
where c$ are slowly varying real coefficients. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ciik'cik~ We shall also assume that cok=cjik yielding, as Will be shown below, small-amplitude action flux conservation by system (4). Equivalently, the symmetry of cUk with respect to the interchange of the indexes can be identified as the ManleyRow symmetry following from the variational principle for Eq. (4). In view of the nonlinearity, we generalize the usual eikonal representation by including higher harmonics, and seek solutions of (4) of the form
where Ain) and k,(x) =&,Uati are assumed to vary slowly with x. Suppose now that we excite only the term n= 1 in (5) at the boundary of the region of interest, and that I A$ ') 1 are small and formally of O( S"2) [alternatively, we could'assume that 1 AI" ] areof 0( l), butmciik are of b(S)]. Then, AI" and Ai in (5) will be of O(S) (see below), and we can neglect, to this order, all the terms with n > 2. Next, we substitute this truncated form of (5) into (4), make the usual O(S) geometric optics expansion with respect to x in the integrand,' and obtain the slow-amplitude transport equations:
(D~~)+~..~cA!o))A~1)+c..kA!2)A:')*=iL(1)(D~~))A:1)
where DCn) and the operator LCn) are defined as in Rq. (2) (6) and (8) yield (9) where d!'~~) = -fDjF')c.
Jmn rmn with the sans serif denoting inverse matrices. These expressions substituted into Eq. (7) then lead to the weakly nonlinear transport equation for A(".
where f imnj= -(C+Diy)Clmn +Ci&#'C,mj) *
We see that the assumed symmetry of c$ with respect to the interchange of the indices and the Hermiticity of D'052' yield fimnj = Pmgn and thus Eq. ( 10) conserves the smallamplitude action flux associated with the main perturbation:
d/=0, J&Aj')* (12) where dp = a/&? + (dkJ&Z') Wak,. Note that the expression for the action flux .P in ( 12) is the lowest significant order result in terms of the wave amplitudes and all higherorder nonlinear contributions to the flux were neglected in the process of reduction of the transport equation ( 10). At this point we apply the congruent reduction4 ideas in order to extract possible pairwise couplings embedded in Eq. ( 10). The congruent reduction method was originally developed for linear problems, and here we extend the approach to weakly nonlinear situations. First, we linearly transform the field Z(')(x) =A" '(x) 
i.e., introduce 9(x) =.aP(x)exp[i$(x)] via the invertible, weakly nonlocal transformation slowly with x+x '. Then, to O(S) , the slowly varying amplitudes A (') and .& are related via4
where the operator L is defined as in Eq. (2) At') . Also, the matrix D&B is Hermitian and the coefficients $ arsg have the same symmetry with respect to the interchange of indices as fi,,~ Finally,
Now we choose the transformation Q so that a maximum number of the components of JS' become small [of O(S3'*)] as compared to the components of the original amplitude A [assumed to be of O(S" '>] . Reference 4 describes a systematic step-by-step algorithm for finding such an annihilating transformation in linear problems. The same technique remains applicable for the nonlinear system ( lo), since the nonlinear terms in this system are of O(S3") by assumption. Therefore, as in the linear theory,4 if a pair&e mode coupling is embedded in ( IO), one can always find Q such that all components of & but two (say .pP, and LZ'~) are annihilated. Then, to O(6), all the summations in (15) can be restricted to &3=u,b only. This yields the desired second-order system of coupled mode equations of form ( 15) (18) where we represent by A' the O(6) part with the Poisson brackets in Eq. ( 16). As mentioned above, conventional linear pairwise mode couplings take place in the vicinity of crossings (kO,xO) in the phase space at which D,( ko,xo) = Db( ko,xo) =0 and r] is of O(S). We can usually view D and Q in these regions as locally linear functions of k and x, so that A' in ( 18) is a constant matrix of O(S). Therefore, we can formally omit A' in ( 18) by replacing Do*Da+AL, DbjDb+A&,, and 737-l-A&,. This replacement corresponds to a small translation of the crossing point in the phase space and a change in the value of the coupling coefficient 7.
Finally, we make another important assumption related to the strength of the nonlinear coupling between L%', and -Cg& Typically, pair-wise mode couplings in the linear theory require the existence of an additional small parameter in the problem, assuring the smallness of the coupling coefficient r~ over an extended region of the phase space (the normal degeneracy4). By analogy, we also assume the existence of such a global small parameter in our generalized problem, but restrict the theory to the cases when this parameter assures the smallness of both the linear and nonlinear coupling coefficients between the modes, i.e., when, in addition to 7, all the coefficients fa,ss (a,/3=u,b) but CO =SL7lUll and cb=sbbb6 are of O(6). Then the reduced coupled mode equations to the desired order become (19) Note that because of the symmetries of faYss the coefficients c=,~ in ( 19) are real. As a result, similar to the original system (15), the reduced equations (19) yield the conservation law
Ill. INITIAL INTERACTION PHASE IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL COUPLINGS
In this section we start with the solution of the coupled mode equations ( 19). However, in order to reduce the complexity of the problem, we shall limit the analysis to the one-dimensional case. Thus, we assume that the dispersion functions Da,b vary in one spatial direction (say direction z) and, as a result, the components w, k,, and k,, of kp are constants, while Aa,b and k,=a+/dz=~ are functions of z. In this case our coupled mode system (19) becomes and (20) (22) -(a&,6/arc) vapb= (ijDa,daw) f wa,b= (23) are interpreted as the group velocity components in the direction of the inhomogeneity and action densities of the coupled modes. Now consider the situation when asymptotically, far from the crossing point, the velocities V, and vb are both positive (the other possibilities can be treated similarly). Then we may encounter the following two cases. The first case corresponds to the situation when the action densities W, and wb of the modes both have the same sign (say positive, for definiteness, i.e., a&,& < 0) and therefore J, is positive definite. In this case (hereafter referred to as the stubZe couphg) the magnitudes 1~8~ 1 and 1 &bI of the two coupled modes are bounded. The second possibility, in contrast, describes the situation when the action density signs of the two modes is different (say W, > 0 and wb < 0, i.e., JO,/& ~0 and aD&%> 0). In this case, the constancy of J, allows, in principle, an unlimited spatial growth of 1 &',I and 1 &?b 1 as the modes copropagate in the direction of the inhomogeneity and, consequently, we shall use the term unstable coupling when referring to this case in the following. In order to see the difference between the above-mentioned two cases in the coupled mode system directly, we introduce new dimensionless dependent variables: (24) -(&J&J 1~0s 4. The flux conservation law (22) in these new variables becomes (26) As an additional preliminary step, we convert (25) into a system of real equations:
where the magnitudes and imaginary phases of various quantities are defined via
Equations (27) show that only the phase difference t;$B#.+f3 is needed in order to describe the magni-,,b; the three quantities (Ba,b At this point we proceed to the detailed analysis of the situation when initially, at z= -a, one excites mode a only, i.e., B,( -CO ) = 1, while Bb( -00 ) =O. We define the slowly varying wave vector K(Z) via the usual local dispersion relation of the linear problem
and, as in the linear mode conversion case, assume that the effective interaction between the modes takes place in the vicinity of the crossing point (K,,,z,,) at which D~(K~,z~) = D;(K~,z~) = 0. Consequently, we expand DA and 0: in the vicinity of ( K,,,z~) and keep only the linear terms in this expansion. Then (30) yields aopaz K--Ko= -aD2aK (Z--zo), and, therefore,
O;= g) (K--K01 + e) (z-zo) =C(z-z,), (32) where c = B/( aDyaK), B = (aDp&) (ao;Jaz) -(aDv&) (aD~L!lz) , and all the partial derivatives in (3 1) and (32) are evaluated at the crossing point. Finally, assuming C> 0 for definiteness, and for simplicity that c& are constants, we introduce #+ = f 6, define the dimensionless coordinate, coupling constant, and nonlinearity parameters T=c"2(z-zo) where p=&+& This is the desired one-dimensional final form of the coupled mode equations.
We proceed to the solution of (34) subject to the above-mentioned "ideal" boundary conditions when only mode a is excited at r= -CO. One limiting case of (34) was already studied previously. Indeed, if one defines the parameter a=~@, then for I(TI % 1 we can neglect the term fIBi in the third equation in (34) and use the approximate system dB, -&= r/LB, sin 4* , But /3Bi is the only term in (34) due to the nonlinearity in the original system (4). Therefore, the I(TI B 1 limit corresponds to the linear mode conversion problem, the solution of which is known and was described in the Introduction.
Suppose now that one encounters the opposite limit, I.e., 10, =/J/p, (1.
This case yields under certain conditions the SAR solution (see Sets. IV and V) and comprises the subject of our discussion in the rest of this work. Despite the strong inequality in (36)) the nonlinear term fIBi vanishes at -CO due to the boundary conditions and remains small as long as Bb is small. Therefore, in the initial interaction phase, when I p 1 B&/B, or (using an order of magnitude estimate) &,<;,a, "3, 
Asymptotically, for large arguments, f(x) -l/rrx and g(x) -1/$x3 and, therefore, when Irl is large enough,
and 4* is approximately zero. This initial positioning of the phase difference 4+ at 0 is the important property of the coupled mode interaction, leading (see the next section) to the SAR phenomenon when one adds a sufficiently strong nonlinearity. Approximation (42) and our conclusion on the phase difference positioning at zero are valid only for fig and therefore (again using an order of magnitude estimate) we require 171 >3 in (42), since g(3/fi) =: O.lf(3/fi)." On the other hand, the use of (42) in (37) yields ,7,>2pl(T,-1'3.
Therefore, we define 7init =-max(3,2~IaI-"3) as the end point of the initial interaction phase.
The final question to be considered in this section is whether the phase difference positioning at 0 prevails if Bb does not vanish at the boundary of the region of interest. Suppose that the initial point of integration is at T= 70 < Tinit* Then, for a nonvanishing R(ro) Thus, the function R(T) =Bb(T)exp[i4, (T)] in the initial interaction phase can be viewed as a point in the complex R plane moving uniformly with 12 on a circle of constant radius Q, with the center of the circle positioned at p/ I r I and therefore shifting in the positive Re R direction with a decrease of I r / . This geometric interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) , showing the evolution of R in the complex R plane as found by solving Eq. (39) for the case ~=0.5, ro= -14, and R ( ro) =0.075. The corresponding dependence of 4+ on r is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . We see that 4+ decreases monotonically as I t I decreases as long as Q> CL/ jr]. For Q<p/ I 71, in contrast, 4+ (mod 2~) oscillates around 0 and the amplitude A4 of these oscillations can be estimated from sin A4=Qr/p, i.e., A4 does not exceed ?r/2. Thus, the phase difference 4 * is trapped in the Q < ,u/ ( r I case. We shall show in the next section that the SAR phenomenon is stable with respect to these characteristic initial oscillations of 4*. The proof of this statement will be given for the case of the strong initial trapping, i.e., when at 7init, A4 <r/6. The mathematical condition for entering the strong trapping regime at the endpoint r= ridt of the initial interaction phase (see the definition above) is Q<N2lqnitl- (46) If, at ro, Bb is of the same order as CL/ I r. I, condition (46) is satisfied automatically. If, in contrast, Bb( To) )p/ I 7. I, we can replace Q by Bb(TO) in the strong trapping condition (46). This completes our discussion of the initial interaction phase and we proceed to the region r> rtit, where a significant flux redistribution may take place and one cannot assume the approximate constancy of the magnitude of one of the modes, nor can one neglect the nonlinear term flBi in Rq. (34).
IV. SPATIAL AUTORESONANCE FOR STABLE COUPLING
At this point we return to the problem of solution of the original normalized coupled mode equations (34) in the stable-coupling case (the upper sign in the equations) for r> 7init. The analysis is simplified by revealing the Hamiltonian structure of (34). We recall that 4+ =4 and &+tib= 1 in the case of interest, and introduce the new dependent variable I= (&@>/2fl (47) in terms of which &==f+PI and Bi=f-PI.
Then (34) can be replaced by the equivalent system 
Suppose now that the phase difference 4 is strongly trapped in the vicinity of t, lnit=Tinit -p/2, i.e., 4( mod 2~) oscillates around zero with the amplitude that is less than rr/6 (see the discussion in the previous section). Assume also that the strong trapping of 4 is preserved for t > tinit (the assumption to be checked later). Then (49) can be approximated by
Our goal is to show that under certain conditions (50) yields the possibility of spatial autoresonance, i.e., the automatic satisfaction of the nonlinear resonance condition where the departure from zero is small [of 0( j o] I'*)] and has a rapid oscillatory nature. The variable 1, at the same time, has a slowly varying "evolutionary" part and a su-perimposed small [O( 1 (T( "')I oscillating component. If (51) is satisfied, the phase C#I remains nearly constant on average, as follows from the second equation in (48). Then the first equation in (48) yields a slow monotonic variation of the evolutionary part of I, meaning a continuous action flux redistribution between the coupled modes over distances much longer than those predicted by the linear theory. The detailed proof of these statements is given below. We seek solutions for I and C$ of the form where Io( t) and c$~( t) are slowly varying functions (in the sense to be clarified later) of t, while 61 and 64 oscillate rapidly. We also assume that the amplitude AZ of the oscillating component 61 is small (M/IO< 1 ), while $. itself is small ( ] #o ] (1)) but the amplitude A+ of the oscillations S+ is not necessarily much less than 1 #o I. The canonical transformation (I&) -t (Sl,S+) can be conveniently carried out by using the mixed variables generating function
where I,, c#J~, and /'are selected so that one obtains the desired solution for the transformed set of variables. The proper selection is via dIo x= -~&#o, _ (53) Wo ,=t+F(I,), and p= t +p2rg2 -ax, , (54) where F( IO) = p210 -aX6 and X0, X& and later Xg are X, and its first and second derivatives evaluated at Ic. The transformed Hamiltonian to second order in the transformed variables then assumes the simple form S12 ax, &p2 mGI,S+,t) =HU,W +g-=FVo~ 2+2, (55) where F' = dF/dl,. Formally, Z describes a linear pendulum with varying parameters. We are interested in finding the conditions when this variation is adiabatic, in the sense that if one defines the "frequency" n via f-P=aXo/F'(Io), (56) then the relative change in IO (and therefore also in 0) during the characteristic "period" 27rBJ is small, i.e., (57) Such conditions can be found by analyzing Eqs. (53). Indeed, by differentiating the second equation in (53) and using the first equation, we obtain If ax@" > 0, Eq. (58) describes a stable linear pendulum under the action of a unit normalized "torque." The desired small and slowly varying solution for Q. corresponds to the adiabatic equilibrium of this pendulum, #o= l/oXoF ', (59) under the condition which can be satisfied for all X0 only if CT > 0 and 30"3/.L& 1. (61) Finally, the substitution of (59) into the first equation in (54) gives
yielding t+F&) =O,
for f > finit if this equation is satisfied at Cinit, which, according to (42), is the case, since F(Io) z -aXi z p/Bt, at the end point of the initial interaction phase.
Equation (63) is the slowly varying part of Eq. (5 1) and represents the analytic manifestation of the spatial nonlinear autoresonance in the system. It shows that the function F(I,) varies linearly with t, regardless of the rate of spatial variation of the linear dispersion functions D, and Db, as long as the inequality (6 1) (hereafter referred to as the autoresonance condition) is satisfied. The spatial variation of IO resulting from (63) then describes the action flux redistribution between the modes.
The graphical method comprises a convenient way for investigating possible solutions of (63 ) for I,,. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , showing the dependence of -F on 2 10 I IO for ~=0.5 and two values of /3= f 15. We see in the figure that only for fl> 0 (the solid line), -F is a monotonically decreasing function of 2 I fi I I,, and one can satisfy (63) continuously as t increases in the region t > tinit. The path of the evolution in this case is shown by arrows on the solid line in the Fig. 2 . We see that asymptotically, for large t, IO'-- l/2/3 and therefore B,-+ 0, while Bb+ 1, meaning a complete transfer of the action flux from mode a to mode 6. For small values of B,, however, one must switch the treatment to that similar to what is described in Sec. III for small values of Bk The role of the modes in the equations is simply interchanged in the final phase of the interaction, where the detrapping of 4 takes place and the efficient mode coupling discontinues. We shall not go into the details of the analysis of this phase.
In the case fl< 0 (the dashed line in Fig. 2) ) the function -F has a maximum at I,,,,, given by [assuming, of course, (4 I D] )2'3 < l] and, therefore, one cannot satisfy (63) continuously by increasing t beyond the value t ,=-F(I,,). Also, F'(I,m)=O, and thus the autoresonance condition (60) is violated at I,,. As the result, no efficient action flux redistribution between the modes takes place beyond tmax. Finally, for (4 I a I )2'3< 1, Iom does not differ significantly from its initial value =: -f lfll, i.e., the maximum value of Bb remains small after the interaction in this case.
In order to complete the picture, we must also characterize the evolution of the oscillating components SC$ and 61 during the autoresonance phase of the interaction. These two quantities are described by the Hamiltonian (55), i.e., their dynamics is formally that of a linear pendulum with adiabatically varying parameters. The adiabatic frequency of this pendulum is given in E!q. (56), and it only remains to analyze the slow evolution of the amplitudes Ac$ and AZ of the oscillations. We observe that (55) yields the adiabatic invariantI
Therefore,
A& (aXoF')- '" and (66) AI= (aXdF') 1'2 A$.
Thus, AI is indeed of O(a"2) as assumed. Also with the increases of t, the amplitude A# decreases reaching the minimum value at I,=O, i.e., when B,=Bw= l/v?. With a further increase of t, the roles of the modes in the equations are formally interchanged and A$ increases, gradually reaching the same value as at t= ttit when Bd becomes as small as Bm at tinits This proves our strong trapping assumption in the autoresonance phase of the interaction. as functions of r for the stable coupling case, subject to B,=O.997, B,=0.077, and (p=O at ~~=-:14 and the parameters p =0.5, P,= 15, and pb=O. For comparison, Fig. 5 shows the evolution of Ba,b in the same example, but with &=O, i.e., the linear mode conversion case. We see that, as predicted, and in contrast to the linear case, the action flux transfer from mode a to mode b with nonlinearities included is almost complete. At the same time, the width AT-/~= of the efficient mode coupling region in the nonlinear case is much broader than in the linear mode conversion case, where Ar-1. Figure 3 also shows the initial trapping stage followed by oscillations of 4, characteristic of the autoresonance. The frequency of these oscillations (also seen in Fig. 4 for B& is that predicted by Eq. (56), and the amplitude A# of the oscillations is at its minimum when B, = Bb, as expected. V. UNSTABLE CONSERVATIVE COUPLING Consider now the unstable coupling case, described by system (34) with the lower signs in the equations. Since B",-Bg = 1 in this case, the convenient choice of the canonical variable I is now
Then, instead of (48) 
The discussion in Sec. III shows that the initial interaction phases of the stable and unstable couplings proceed similarly. Therefore, making again the strong trapping assumption for t > tinit=qnit+flJ2, we arrive at the approximate Hamiltonian
The analysis of the dynamics associated with this Hamiltonian is similar to that of the previous section and also yields the possibility of the SAR regime, but now IO and (pUo obey [compare to (59) and (63) 
as the necessary autoresonance conditions. The inequality (75) then yields the same condition (61) as in the stable coupling case. In order to analyze solutions of (73) we present the function -G vs 2 I p I IO in Fig. 6 for the same parameters as in Fig. 2 (~=0.5 and fi= hl5). We see again that only in the case p> 0 (the solid line in Fig. 6 ), -G is a monotonically increasing function, which allows a continuous satisfaction of (73) with increase of t. However, in contrast to the stable coupling case, -G is not bounded and, therefore, the autoresonance can, in principle, proceed indefinitely (see the arrows on the solid line in Fig. 6 showing the path of the evolution). The corresponding increase of IO means the amplification of both B, and Bb to significantly larger values than those predicted by the linear theory. The only limitation in this case is a possible violation of the weak nonlinearity assumption at high amplification. In the case fl< 0, one reaches the maximum value of -G at Iom (see the arrows on the dashed line in Fig. 6 corresponding to the negative /3 case), beyond which (73) cannot be satisfied continuously with the increase oft. The analysis of the oscillating parts of $-and I in the unstable coupling case is similar to that in Sec. IV. In particular, SC$-and 61 can be expressed again in terms of the dynamics of the linear pendulum characterized by the Hamiltonian of form (55) f-12=aYJG'(Io).
As in Sec. IV, we require f12 > 0 and analysis because of the similarity with that of Sec. IV, and proceed directly to numerical examples. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the numerical solutions of (34) for the same initial integration point, initial value of 4 and parameters as in Figs. 3 and 4 [ro= -25, #(ro)=O, B,=15, and Pb=O], but for B,=1.003, Bb=0.077, and the choice of the lower signs in the equations corresponding to the unstable coupling. The same example, but with p,=O, i.e., the linear mode conversion case, is shown in Fig. 9 , for comparison. We see that the two cases proceed similarly in the initial interaction phase. Later, however, the inclusion of the nonlinearity leads to the SAR phenomenon, characterized by a continuous growth of the wave amplitudes, while in the linear case the interaction leads to finite amplification of the coupled modes as given by (3). (ii) We have generalized the congruent reduction technique for applications to weakly nonlinear situations, and have applied the technique to reducing the weakly nonlinear conservative coupled mode equations for a general geometry.
(iii) The solutions of the coupled mode equations were studied analytically and numerically in the onedimensional case. It was shown that the effect of the nonlinearities on the mode conversion can be significant if the system enters the spatial autoresonance (SAR) regime. -l-he conditions for the SAR are (a) the launching of mostly a single mode at the boundary of the region containing the crossing point [inequality (46)]; (b) the smallness of the ratio p//3 between the normalized coupling and nonlinearity parameters [condition (36) , independent of the degree of the inhomogeneity]; and (c) a sufficiently large value of the product @ [inequality (61>].
(iv) The details of the autoresonance phase of the interaction depend on whether the action density signs of the coupled modes are the same or different. In the former case (the stable coupling), the action flux from the initially excited mode is efficiently transferred to the second mode and then the interaction stops, while in the latter case (the unstable coupling), both modes are continuously amplified in space until the weak nonlinearity assumption is violated and a different approach to the problem is needed.
